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New Hiring modalities for
GoFaster

Free Licenses for GoFaster
Since after a year of distribution and installation of the
product, thousands of AS/400 world-wide have witnessed
dumbly and amazed its easy and drastic efficiency, moment has
arrived for new facilities for new interested persons.
Mouth to mouth is working better than big advertising
campaigns and therefore a little jamming is being supported by
those whom require attention on their first touch with their
correspondent distributor.
Instead of maintaining long and repetitive conversations over
hypothesis, its been thought to ease things for clients so he can
check and analyze GoFaster’s behavior on your own technical
enviromment
In order to achieve this, 30 day licenses will be supplied,
during which, client will get to know improvement on his
installation and also check the perfect performance of his
system.
The technical assistants will be disposable for clients who
want to comment or clarify any idea or experience observed
during the testing period. The only requirement is to contact
American Top Tools, GoFaster department, and give the
following information:
Firm,
Contact Person, Telephone number, E-mail,
AS/400 Mode (Wrksysval Qprcfeat) and version
OS/400

2003

Willing to open the usage possibilities on
GoFaster a flexible license has been created. It
allows to contract variable periods of
time,starting on two months and 700 Euros.
For example, a client with a 720 and is
thinking of changing to a 800 in five months
can contract a license for those five months
just for around 1.000 Euros. This new formula
is thought for new clients , though it could be
used by actual users when the manufacturer
and circumstances allow so.

License Renewal
As GoFaster licenses and
the arranged deadlines expire,
liscenses are renewed with new
actualized versions and with
the same efectiviness.
Prices for new licenses
are freezed when applied on the
same AS/400.

GoFaster On Demand Licenses
The frequently appearance of new versions and different releases, as well the diversity of new models that
continuously enrich the iSeries400 line, cause that the migration politics, asks some determined time lapses in which
the resources disposable don’t correspond with the necessities to cover. This can happen for several reasons which can
be technical, political or economical.
These periods, of variable endurance, in which it’s not convenient or simply it is simply impossible to change the
machine or its configuration, come up with a heavy and stressed technical enviroment, more when it coincides with a
little increase on work level or new applications incorporation
The point is to look for punctual solutions for specific situations which can adapt spontaneously through an easy an
quickly hire of the resources needed to surpass the technical circumstances which produce those unsupportable
performances.
A very often case exists in which installations being working on V4R4 are obliged to change to V5R1 so they can
dispose determined functionalities or to actualize its own or others applications, but it hasn’t been planned to change
for a new machine. The immediate consequence is the very possible serious decrease on general performance and, in
some cases, you’ll be obliged to reinstall V4R4, because of system’s complete blocking after the V5R1 installation.
.The increase on the model or the capacity cannot be improvised because it means investments not been budgeted for.
This would be a typical “bridge” situation that can be solved with a monthly GoFaster “On Demand” license, as
long as needed, till the expansion can be attended , solved with a flexible expense between 700 and 4.000 Euros.
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